Liaison work is a relatively recent development in the history of librarianship. Liaisons began primarily as subject specialists who continued the long-standing work of mastering an area of expertise, reflected in their primary roles of collection development and reference services. But with the ever-increasing and intense pressure from university administration placed upon faculty to publish, liaison librarians have been tasked with the responsibility of supporting faculty and graduate students in their research and scholarship.

Some argue that while liaisons continue to broaden their role, they will need to remain subject specialists in the service of users, an attribute that is still “highly prized” by academic staff and by faculty. In fact, some academic libraries continue to interchange the job titles “subject librarian” with “liaison librarian.” However, thankfully a new vision of the liaison role is now being cast, calling for “new forms of relationship building, particularly with faculty, [which] are central to effective liaison functions. New kinds of relationships are needed to respond to the changing work of faculty and researchers and to constantly evolving learning outcomes, research processes, and communication practices.”

I want to suggest a methodology for faculty engagement from the world of development called “Moves Management.” G. T. “Buck” Smith, former college president and major gift fundraiser, developed the concept. Disciples of his strategy have expanded and developed his concept over the years. According to William Sturtevant, Moves Management “involves managing a series of steps (moves) with identified prospects (the 10 percent who can give 90 percent), the number and type of steps depending upon the individual involved, such that each prospect is moved from attention to interest to desire to action (AIDA) and then back to interest until he or she has given everything they will or can to your organization.” In other words, Moves Management furnishes liaison librarians with a comprehensive strategy for relating to faculty which encourages a series of purposeful steps. This strategy seems to be exactly what some have been recently proposing.

Using this method, every “moves manager” identifies a list of their prime donors and seeks to nurture “highly personalized” relationships with them. The main idea is to cultivate each relationship, fostering greater levels of interest and action. In order to develop these relationships, the moves manager is to:

- Develop a strategy for each prospect.
- Track each prospect’s relationship with the organization.
- Plan contacts or moves for each prospect.
liaison work must move from “collections-centric to an engagement-centered model.”10 It must move beyond simple words to action. It must move from words on a job description to tangible evidence of our efforts.

So how would adapting this method look for a liaison librarian? I have created a spreadsheet for the roughly 60 faculty for whom I am responsible with their name, rank, and areas of scholarly interest. I track every action step that has been taken and that is planned. There are myriad strategic steps that one can take. The point is to take each action in a way that is appropriate to the status of the relationship, that is useful to their scholarly productivity, and that builds toward the next step of engagement.

The most important benefit is that each faculty member is treated personally. This is no cookie-cutter approach. Moves Management understands that each individual faculty member has unique needs and research interests. Further, it is intended to be sensitive to the relational expectations of faculty members. There will likely be only a small group of faculty with whom the liaison will have a robust engagement. Second, the Moves Management method is strategic. Every action step has a purpose that fits into an overall plan to develop greater levels of support. The relationship is continuously cultivated for the faculty member’s scholarly success. Third, plans should be customized according to the faculty member’s needs. Liaisons should periodically measure their success and assess their plan.9 Moves Management not only allows, but encourages mid-course corrections and goal changing.

Liaisons will do more than “liaison” with faculty. They will continue to teach information literacy courses, develop collections, expertly field reference questions, and serve on various library and university committees. Liaison librarians should modify this method to accommodate their own individual job description. However, I believe our engagement with faculty will become even more pronounced in the years to come. Hence,
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professor and linguist Claire Bowern (who also serves as vice president of the Endangered Language Fund), this blog provides a look at the fieldwork and research being done to preserve Australia’s indigenous languages. Updates on publications, grants, and endangered language news items are often featured. Access: https://anggarrgoon.wordpress.com/.

- **Endangered Languages and Cultures.** Fascinating and insightful blog covering all aspects of endangered languages and cultures, including issues in documentation, technology, language policy, and education. As the blog was started by faculty at the University of Sydney and remains connected to the Pacific and Regional Archive for Digital Sources in Endangered Cultures, a majority of the posts are focused on endangered languages in Australia and the South Pacific. Access: http://www.paradisec.org.au/blog/.

- **Indigenous Languages and Technology (ILAT).** Electronic list that focuses on issues relating to the intersection(s) of technology and language revitalization. Access: http://www.u.arizona.edu/~cashcash/ILAT.html.

- **The Linguist List.** The Linguist List is a major online forum, started in 1990, that focuses on the worldwide linguistics community. Information about conferences, publications, jobs, and other resources from around the world is posted frequently. Use the site’s search function to find content related to endangered languages. Access: http://linguistlist.org/.
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